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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, Septembel 948

Vol. XX; No. 68

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000
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sHomemakers From Over The County
'Gather at Murray State College Co.
;For Annual Club Meetingstday

Missionary Institute To
Close Tomorrow at Noon
75 Attend This Session

o.
441

•

•

5

_
attending.-About 75 persons are
the second Annual Kentucky MisForty.NmtJ1
sionary Institute which is now
• rray
progress at Wells Hall at
approxiState College This is
•er that atST. LOUIS, Sept. 3 tillar-The
mately the same n
Veterans of Foreign Wars close
tended last ye
L. Stevenson, of their 49th annual encampment toDr. Dw
n will again lead the Ves- day with election of offirsers and
Lexin
services at 7:00 p m tonight selection of a convention city for
on the steps of Wells •Hall. Follow- next year.
Under VFW policy, retiring Coming these services, a social hour
will be held under the direction mander Ray H. Brenneman of Denof the Womans Council of the local ver will be succeeded by Lyall T.
Beggs of Madison, Wis., present
First Christian Church.
Rev. Robert E. Jarman, minister senior vice commander.
Junior Vice Commander Clyde
of the local church was in charge
of the devotional last night and A. Lewis. Plattsburg, N. Y.. will
this morning. He will also act in be elevated to Beggs' Past
Miami, Fla., was chosea as the
this capacity tonight and in the
site of the VFW 1949 encampment.
morning.
In yesterday's business session,
Tomorrow one group will hear
an address by Mrs.'a/oho Ward of a resolution on racial segregation
Indianapolis. Indiana, at 8130. She caused an uproar.
A delegate introduced a resoluwill speak on the American Geoother tion which would have required
Frontiers. The
graphical
VFW conventions be
group will hear an addrass by Mrs. that future
in cities where there is no
Ruth Dutt Estes at the same hour. held
segregation of races.
She will speak on Christian EduWhen the committee on Ameri•
cation Projects.
canism recommended turning it
At 1000 a m. tomorrow Dr.
down, two Negro delegates from
Stevenson will make the closing
Chicago stood up to protest.
assemneral
a
ge
the
address before
-We Negroes have been insulted
bly. At 11:00 a. m Miss Edith Ebon almost every corner sin" we've
erly will speak on China in the
been in St. Louis," shouted Joseph
New Asia.
W. Robbins.
The Institute will close following
But the resolution finally was
a luncheon at noon.
tabled on the motion of Frank
Mrs. E. S. Diuguid. Jr. and Mrs.
Loyal, Augusta, Ga.
L. Wade were registration
R
institute.
the
chairman for
NO GEBUNDMEIT
MARLBORO, Mass. (UPI-The

VFW
Convention Ends

EDUARD BENES DIES!
IN EMBITTERMENT
AT HOME IN PRAGUE
By United Press
Eduard Bones, who resigned as
president of Czechoslovakia last
June rather' than become a communist figurehead, died today in I
embittered retirement *rid seclus-

l
THE I 1ST DAN
T01131
4a
TO REGIaTER

I

Persons of voting age are reminded that today is the last day
uhlch to register. The county court
clerks office is ill be open this evening until 5:00 p.m, for those
wishing to register.
The fall elections will
it ne
apportunity attach they
have only once each four years
and that is to sole for a President
of the United States of Amerie4.
Voters have been urged to be sure
to register as no one is alloued to
vote unless he is registered.
TODAY IS THE LAST DAY TO
REGISTER.

Mrs. Ewing Thurmond, Lexington,
To Be Principal Speaker of Meet

PREMIER SCHUMAN
RESIGNS TODAY AS
GOVERNMENT FAILS

Homemakers from over the coun.
ty gathered at the little auditorium
today at 1:151s. m. for the annual
meeting. Over one hundred attended

last

year and

indications

were that more were present this
year.
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale presided
and introduced speakers. The invocation was 'given by Mrs. James!
Group singing
Rupert Lassiter.
was led - by Mrs. Aubrey Perris
with Mrs. R. L. Cooper as pianist.
'Mrs. 011ie Brown gave a demonstration in the making of corsagesa
Roll call was made by the club,
Idemliers who have attended their
club the entire year without missing.will receive recognition.
Following is the tentative program which is scheduled for this
afternoon:

PARIS. Sept. 2 (UP'r - Robert
Schuman resigned today as Premier-designate and advised Presiion
dent Vincent Auriol that he has
the
Outside the fenced in grounds
been unable in four days of desperCHEPURNYKII- LEADS THE WAY-Apparently leading
1
Zot L
of the villa stood only a handful
York,
ate negotiation to form a new
New
in
Consulate
Russian
the
exodus from
French government.
for id persons, mostly newsmen who
Chepurnykh enters a station.yagon which was bound
had waited days for word of his
the
to
"good-bye"
It was reported that Rene Nfayer.
called
LaGuardia Field. He smilingly
death 4 dozen police and plainl,
he
Radical-Socialist finance minister in
/
I
reporters, and when asked, "Are you going for good?"
clothesmen of the communist goy:
the first Schuman gqvernment and
replied, "yes"
ernment Benes hated kept close
armed forces minister in the Andre
tabs on any civilians who tarried
Marie cabinet which toppled last
I
outside the villa.
Friday. might be Auriol's next
Miss Leone Gillett; assistant State
choice to attempt to form a governDoctors said Benes had been
ment. But his chances of success leader in horn,' demonstration work
suffering from a "circulation ailgood after Schu- will make a talk.
ment." But close friends believed
CHICAGO, Sept. 3. t UP)-ProNEW YORK.. Sept. 3. (UPI- appeared none too
Reports on the year's work will
man's failure.
bitter disillusionment over the ease
duce:
The commerce and industry assoThe next motne in the lengthening be presented by skits done by the
with which the communists took
Chickens firm, hens
Poultry:
today
warned
ciation of New York
began county leaders.
County leaders
governmental crisis which
country to which he had
about steady; 19 trucks. No price
WASHINGTON, Sept. 3 (UPI- over the
that if a strike of 10,000 truck drivPremier Andre Marie's cab- and the report that each will make
more than
was
his
life
when
dedicated
changes.
AthLou Brissie, the Philadelphia
ers spreads some 1.800,000 eminet resigned because of unwaver- are as follows: Mrs. Johnnie WalButter: 604,290, the market weak. letic's pitcher who was once legt a contributory cause of his death.
plo)es in other metropolitan indusHe had been ill since the ocming Socialist opposition to the dras- ker. membership: citizenship, Mrs.
93 score 75 1-2 92 score 74. 90 for dead on an Italian attlefield
tries will be forced nut of work.
tic economic reform program of Sansaiel Adams:- reading.liars. R. L.
munists bloodless revolution of
score 67. Carlots 90 score 67 1-2, is going back to college.
There was no hope of a settletook a turn
Finance Minister Paul Reynaud was Cooper; publicity, Mrs. E. D Ship89 score 85 1-2.
The Veterans Administration dis- Feb. 27. His condition
Tuesday and mayor
before
ment
ley: home furnishings. Miss Ruth
Eggs. Browns and whites mixor the worse last Tuesday and that
not clear.
his
readavated
closed today that after the present
O'Dwyer
Walliam
But it appgared possible that the Montgotnery, landscape. Mrs. Cloys
ed) 12.222 case& the market weak. reason closes, the 23-year-old left- night he slipped into a coma from
preto
board
disaster
emergency
demands of Cen. Charles de Gaulle. Butterworth: 4-H Clubs, Mrs. Jack
next time Roland Hamel feels a Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 50. ex- hander plans to enroll at Erskine which he never recovered.
vent any public hardship. such as
Free French hero and leader of the Norsworthy: clothing. Mrs. C. B.
It was disclosed only yesterday
sneeze coming on he's going to try tras 80 to 70 per cent A 49. stan- College. Due West. S C. under the
hoslack of food or curtailment of
powerful rightist rally of the French Crawford; agents report, Miss
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK- to stifle it. While working in his dards 41 to 46, current receipts G. I. Bill of Rights. Before the that Benes, helpless in the face pital services.
neverthepeople. for dissilution of the assem- Rachel Rowland.
YARDS, HI.. Sept. 3 UP - USDA store he sneezed, dislocating his 38 1-2 to 39 1-2. checks 32 1-2.
war, lie studied for two years at of communist strength,
Delivery of milk to stores alElection of °facers for the year
hurled
day
February
and new elections might be
that
on
bly
less
S.
Clinton,
-Livestock:
Presbyterian collage,
ready was hampered by the strike,
right shoulder It was the same
CIO ACCUSED
1948-1949 will take place rear the
Prethrough.
Barcommunist
at
defi
pushed
4.000.
this
bold
Salable
Hogs: 4.100
according to the milk dealers ani
shoulder he dislocated in the same
end of the meeting. The club year
WASHINGTON. Sept. 3 rUlan- C.
in a
Gottwald
Already the small independent
Klement
rows and gilts mostly 50 cents way six years ago.
He enlisted in the army's para- mier
Relations
Labor
milk handlers associations, beNational
The
begins in February.
the
in
tabled
has
party
newsreel*
fully
for
lbs.
Republican
speech recorded
lower Weights under 170
Board torEly accused the CIO Na- troops during his sophomore
cause of the strikers' refusal to
--Mrs Edwin Thurmond of Frankassembly a resolution calling hi!.
"Not all of the Czechoslovak
forced
50 cents and mostly 75 cents lower;
injury
back
a
but
year,
containmilk
transport cardboard
Mr and Mrs. Keith Morris and tional Maritime Union of continued
an. Ky., will be the principal
such a move, and de Gualle has
sows 25-50 cents leaver: moderate Jimmy will spend this weekend violation of the Taft-Hartley Act army authorities to transfer him people desire the destruction of ers to dairies.
speaker. She is expected in tell of
Democracy, but you gentlemen and
opened a concerted drive for supsprinkling 200-240 lbs 29. other in Lexington visiting frienaa
ao the infantry.
in &fiance ..f a board railing
her trip through Holland. France,
Otherwise, the general public
I
that
you
desire
it.
by
of
led
the
party
port
a
then
Brissie.
good and choice 200-260 Ills largeOn Dec. 7. 1944,
still has felt no effects from the
negotiations and England when she attended
protracted
destroy
my
signature
Schuman's
$28:
by
lbs
should
270-280
some
le $2875:
corporal, was in charge of a squad
grocery chains,
meeting of the Aasociated Coun!strike. Several
to an unsuccessful the
170-190 lbs $27.25-28 75: 130-160 lbs.
moving forward along the Appel- Democracy in Czechoslovakia and have been unable to deliver sup- finally came
a try Women of the World which was
for
hope
last
his
-2325
as
not
only
dear
promise,
121
conclusion
the
lbs
betray
$24-26 50. 100-120
inc mountains in the rough Italian
held in Holland.
plies from warehouses to retail
satisfactory candidate for the post
to me, but to the whole nation,
few best light sows $26,25-2650:
campaign.
Following Mrs. Thurmond's talk
outlets, but they reported stocks ef
cabinew
a
in
minister
bulk sows 400 lbs. down $23 50-26:
ati shel lexploded in theta' midst which lise in the words, 'president- food in their individual stores of interior
a tea and social hour will be held
pr•inatini above
a
substantial
"at
and
tradRepublicans
Democrats
Mitterand.
Francios
net failed.
who suf- liberator'-we will remain loyal.
over 450 lbs $21-23 25: sates $17 50under the direction of Mrs. Hubert
were sufficient to last for several
agree- killing al lexcept Brissie
marketing
ed charges of "cheap politics" and federal-state
Schuman's choice, was ordered by Farris,
20.
wounds in the
fered shrapnel
yet.
days
an
ments.
angry
in
today
"deception"
Demoparty, the Union of the
VETERAN REGISTERS THEN
Cattle 1.200. salable • 1.000: calves
hands. shoulders, legs and fret. The
Commissioner of markets Eugene his
skirmish over the top two issues
Paul Lockwood. Dewey's secreSocial Resistants. to reHANGS SELF
900. sa fable 800: meager receipt;
bones in both legs were smashed
im- cratic and
no
was
there
reported
Schultz
st-inof
the
campaign-communi
Brannan's statedenounced
tary.
3
Sept.
E.
Ark.,
unless Schuman would
SPRINGDAL
inquiry
post
the
active
fuse
moderately
too,
until
finding
He was left for dead,
mediate danger of a food shortage.
government and high food prices. ment as "cheap, campaign charges.'
and
corpsman noticed rUP1--A World War II veteran Supplies sufficient to last 10 nays' agree to hold cantonal elections
medical
at steady prices odd lots light
passing
a
clear
a
voters
gave
debate
The
C
He said the Dewey farm was paid
who registered in the peacetime
Partial national assembly electipns
weight steers and heifers. medium
breathing.
was
he
that
saaid.
he
city.
the
in
were
already
Indication of the oratory to come Gray the "Ohba price of milk" in
yesterday
Fayetteville
next Month.
half dozen draft in
in.
a
to Card $23-28: common to medium
through
going
After
the
of
807
local
The striking
when President Truman and Goy. the area.
himself a few hours later
This Schuman. a popular Repubbeef cows largely $17.50-19; odd
hospitals and 23 leg operations. hanged
of teamnear ternational brotherhood
and Thomas L. Dewey of New York
refused hi do. and he at last
$20.
Other political,. developments:
lican,
love at the home of his parents
his
first
to
head native grassers
back
went
Brissie
dewage
AFL' reduced
sters
open their formal campaigns for
hete.
-up and report
to give
PORTLAND. Ore., Sept. 3 i UP/
forced
Truman campaign -President baseball.
was
above: canners and cutters $1423 cents an hour
election later on this month.
was 24-year-old mands from 50 to
victim
The
Auriol.
to
-A 38-year-old widow. who police
Truman said he intends to camfailure
A's
17.50; medium to good bulls $21-23;
venerable
Mack.
Connie
for
called
but
ys.'..rday
increase
presidential
the
GOP
Dewey.
six
who earned
Schuman: handed his retippation said confessed killing her two chilgood and choice vealers $1 higher nominee, started the present bat- paign by train so he can speak at manager. said he gave Brissie a Claude L. Yeager
seven other contract improvements
as many "whistle stop- towns ai try-out in 1946 simply because he battle stars -while serving for two
to the French President at Elysee dren because she couldn't support
at 128-32: comtnon tei medium $1
-financed
employer
an
including
said
he
when
tle late Wednesday
relief
on a $75-a month
soon„ after a p.m. 18:00 a.m. them
possible. He said his plans arr• not did not have the heart to say no. years in the European Theater.
higher lit $17.27.
hind amounting to 5 Palace
It would take a Republican presiClutched in one hand of the vic- union welfare
checis,a was held today for the
EDT.)
Sheep 1.250. salable 1.000; mostly dent to start removing commu- complete yet. but that he expects
-His leg was broomstick-thin
payroll_
'each
of
per cent
to - speak in Chicago and to wind and he didn't have the strength to tim when the body was found by a
Had Mitterand accepted the 40- sheriff of Grants Pass.
steady trade; butchers paid $24 50to
Meanwhile. freight - began
nists from the federal payroll.
The odies of Mrs Frances Irene
up his campaign with speeches in pitch at all." Mack said later. "But younger brother were his discharge
post. Schuman might litive
tenor
24.75 for best lots of spring lambs;
:
drivers
truck
And Harold E Stassen: who will
war. His par- pile tip on docks as
of confidence for a McCurdy's two children. Pamela,
vote
kind to
a
St. Louis and Kansas City. Mo.
obtained
. supporting papers from the last
trying,
on
he
kept
other good and choice
away merchandise
take the stump for Dewey in the
ents, Mr. and hire C. L. Yeager, refused to haul
11. and Paul, 10, were round in an
new government.
packers early $24 down: some held campaign, charged yesterday that
Wallace--Henry A. Wallace. the himself on one crutch and throwvessels.
could give no reason for his action. unloaded from incoming
lambs
auto court at Grants Pass yesterfeeder
native
arm.
canfew
free
presidential
party
his
ing
with
higher;
its progressive
through
n
the
administratio
day. A few -hours later Mrs. -Mc$20-21; packer throwouts and culls price support program was delib- didate. had meeting-place trouble
"Gosh. -1 felt like crying. I had
Cady was picked up at the Portmostly , 115-118; slaughter ewes erately keeping prices high "when in his first campaign stop in Ar- never seen anything like the pluck
land bus depot by detectives. Pokansas. The Wallaccites were re- !hat boy had.
mostly $9.50-10.50: cull ewes 984. they should be coming down."
lice said she readily confessed the
of the municipal auBrissiee did not get a contract
President Truman struck back fused the use
thimble killing.
Mack
farmed
1947
large
other
in
that
year.
but
and
several
ditorium
at both statements at his news
-We didn't have enough money
plai•es in Little Rock but hoped ti. him to the Savannah South Atlanconference late yesterday. He said
for food." police quoted her. "We
won 23
he
the
candidate's
where
team
for
in
tic
get
time
League
one
the few communists who wormed
couldn't live," L
C. 13. games and lost five.
their way onto the federal payroll morning meeting. Meanwhile.
She said she took the two chilmane ge r,
Wallace's
This is his first year in the majBaldwan.
discovered
been
since
long
have
in
A bowling alley will open
dren toathe auto court Wednescharged in New York that the anti- ors.
discharged.
and
Mutray on Tuesday September 7
day and -registered as Mrs. Carl
Brissie is married and the father
outbreaks in North CaroMoreover, the President said, he Wallace
at 7:00 p. m. according to W. Ray
Peters. Then she dressed the chiland
encoura
daughter.
Of
two-year-old
lina
were
"organized
Moore who will open he alleys will take- time during-his campaign aged by the powers in souther
dren in their nightclothes tucked
_
:ion will be next to the Varsi- to prove that the spy investigation political life."
there. into bed anl giaye each of
s and definite
of the GOP-controlled house uneater.
health program that would lines broad object!,
them six sleeping tablets, she said.
national
11.71ar-A
3
Sept.
N.
WASHINGTO
and
Indiana-Both the Dixiecrats
them."
They are owned and will be op- American activities committee is
federal -state-municipal methods for achieving
"I told them the pills would keep
group of doctors today denounced mean a
the
Progressives were awarded
And he said the medical health,"them from getting ill on anything
expenditure ot over
erated by Ray Barnes of Flint. nothing more than a "red herring"
goVernment
cornfor
plan
Truman's
President
proby
ballot
the
on
November
insurance
places
GOP
the
id
compulsory
failure
tht•
up
cover
to
and
been
-a year by 1960.
Michigan Eight alleys have
they ate in Grants Pass," Brie told
Brussels. Sept. 3. (lalat-A band pulsory health insurance as an at- 54000.000.000
the state election board.
he hos submitted to coninstalled and will be open from congress to check inflation.
He told Mr. Truman that this grai;ns
police." They went to sleep. Then
Warren--Gov. Earl Warren of Cal- of jaave robbing "hyenas" who tempt to place medical care under
toward
far
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carry
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statement,
"would
Stagaen's
for
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the
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vice-president
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in national
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price
that port."
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Belgian
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"make
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nominees
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United
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newspapers
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The
tax.
farm of payroll
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physicians committee said 1,
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necessitate
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OAK GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
L. G. Navel, Pastor
Hugh Walton Foster,
Sunday School Superintendent
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
11:06 a.m. Morning Worship
7:30 p.m. Evening Warship
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We are very thankful for the
laiavy rain Sunday afternoon. p
was badly needed. Ponds and cis- terns were dry and people were
having to carry and haul water.
Mr: coy Bonier and daughter
Mrs. Done Elkins anashildren of
Camden, Tenn., _attended the • reMURRAY CIRCUIT
vival east of Alme and spent last
-Sunday night a week ago with her
First Sunday-Goshen 11 a.m.; father-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
Lynn Grove 7 p.m.
Elkins. Mr. Elkins accompanied
Second Synday-Martins Chapel them to e fellievship meeting in
Sulp.m.;
3
Hope
11 a.m.; New
mimes Monday.
•
phur Springs .7 p.m.
Mr. ana Mrs. Charlie Ge-orge
an
11
Third Sunday-Lynr Grove
Golden - Pond visited their daugh
Goshen 7 p.m.
ter :old son-in-law, Mr. and M
Fourth Sunday-Sulphur Springs
DUlleall and children
'Edward
Mar; New Hope 11 in: ;
10
Temple Hill, lase Sunday.
tin's Chapel 3 pm.
Mrs. .1": M. Elkins of near
There is Church School at each of
Monday a week e
these churches, at 10 a.m. every spent last
her son and daughter-in-law.
'Sunday.
and Mrs. W. J. Lawrence of Pad
cah.
BAPTIST
CORNER
CIIERRY
t•
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
CHURCH
-77,••••••empeee...
'
Etta Peeler is *better.
John L. Ryberg, Pastor
.—Kentucky Tiller
Norman Culeeppee
CAPITAL COOL SPOT-Young Washingtonians "liberated" the fountain In front of me
tinday School Superintendent
'supreme Court Building on August 25, and transformed it into a pool The idea was flne,
G Shelton,
with the temperature in the baking 90's, but a kill-Joy in the person of a building guard
Training Union Director
soon put an end to their cooling-off process The -pool" again became a stately fountain
Mrs. Lou Outland, WMU President
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Daniel a
Sunday
sin 'grimier, visited Mr. and
10:00 a in. aloe Dick McNutt Sunday.
Sunday School
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
Morning Worship -------11:00 ahn.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete • Self
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
7:00 p.m. daughters Carrie and Clara viii
Training Union
'8:00 pm. Mr. end Mrs. Troy Scott and chilEvening Worship ___.
Paul Daily, Sunday School Su
, .1...Wednesday
dren Eva Nell and Troy, Jr. SunIntendant
8:00 p.m
Prayer,_Meeting
Orr Miller, T. U. Direstor
Saturday
Miss Clara Pete Self celebrated
Mrs. Grace,Wilson. W.M.U. Free.
RA Chapter Meeting e___..7:00 p.m her eisventh birthday last Sunday.
"Maredsig
August 29. weh eer sister end famSunday School, 11:411 a.m.
ily. Mr. and Mra. Troy Scott and
LAKEVIEW COMMUNITY
Morning Worship each %nay.
children Eva Nell and Troy. Jr
CHURCH
11:00 a.m..
was served in the
Cake* and
Evening
The Sunday School at Lakeview evenine. She reeeved many pres- V
Training Union each Sunday 8:00
Community Church meets each ents. Games were enjoyed also.
p.m,
Mr. Lox Scott and brother M.
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
Evening Service 7:15 p.m.
Scott and son J B. Scott, Prentie
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:00 PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
Scott. Wig Grogan were also visit.
OF CHRIST
p m.
ers in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
W.M.U., G.A., Sunbeams meet on
Bobby Owen, Minister
Troy Scot: Sunilay.
Tuesday following Second and
Well, we had a nice rain Sun
Fourth Sunday.
Sunday School each Lord's Day
and Sunday night.
Y.W.A. meet Monday. 7:30 p.m., at 10 a.m.
Mr. Pete Self is busy helping
following First and Third SunPreaching services first Sunday
tobacco. He helped Mr. Odie Mcdays.
of each month at 11 a.m.
Clure Monday and Mr. Carlos Black
•
Cut tobacco last week...
GROVE
NORTH PLEASANT
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
Blendie
s. Iona
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTF.RIAN
CHURell
CHURCH
M. M. Hampton, pastor
"STANDARD"
Jae Ben Irby, Pastor
10:00 a.m. Sunday School, James
' Key, superintendent.
Sunday School, 10 am
11:00 a m. Preaching Service
Worship Service, 11 a.m.
8:00
-B.r U. L D. Warren
C.Y.F., 6:30 pan.
-Etta.
dire
HOW TO BEAR THE HOT WEATHER-The wise old polar
Worship Service, 7:13 p.m
7:00 p.m Preaching Service
ear at the Central Park Zoo, New York, Viand a good way
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
OWENS CHAPEL-BAPTIST _
.0 beat the 100 degree heat. He simply stayed under water,
CHURCH
Leon Ninchester. Pastor
right up to his nostriLs.
J. II. Miller, Pastor
Preaching services second and
Preaching services first and third
fourth Sunday at 11 an.:. and
\I urrisy, Ky.
ounday at 11 a an. and 7 p.m.
M
Sunday School each Sunday at North 3rd St.
Tel. 101
Sunday school each Sunday at 10
10 a.m.
in
under the direction of John
.assiter. superintendent.
IS T. le meets each Sunday at
7 p.m.. Harold Houston. dire'
W M S.. Mrs. Rupert Lass.-,
president - Thursday afternoon
after second Sunday.
t LI
ALNIO (
COLDW %TER CHURCH OF

11I

•

111:'SBAND d5ID WIFE: Tan% or
1 1 :Lig-of-war' In times woel
more and more homes are spillting
Friday, September •:. 19
apart. it ,S refreshing to read ths
story of one horn
that stuck together
We do not knoe
whether these twi
The egg-and-tomato receptions which have been acever had children
corded Henry Wallace in the opening speeches of his souno doubt their hom.
thern campaign tour have been deplored by a number of
was happier if the
Unitthe
of
But we dc
high-ranking officials, including ple. President
had
know their names
ed States, as undignified and undemocratic demonstra;No one who ever
tions on the part of the people of the South.
spoke of their men
Dr l'orensro
--- We are as' convinced as Wallace is. that the practice
twined one without
enis
•it
that
agree
mot
do
we
is entirely undignified. But
the iaher V,,I4 could not think of
Aquila without thinking cf his wife
tirely undemocratic:
The right of our Progressivist- candidate for president Priscilla 'or Prisca for short), or
been curtailed or vice versa Teey acre displaced
to express what he thinks_ has net
persens. but that did not keep them
challenged. He has been allowed to denounce American- dram.
comHis
content.
heart's
• • •
- %et and uphold communism to his
plete freedom hf speech has given him license to harangue
for racial miscegenation and "equality" to disgruntled FaniAy Try& Union
IRE ell. sires of that time.
nidnority groups all over the country.
Wallace has et try right to express his approval or dis- la they had a specialty, a trade
they had learned. In this case
approval of thr American way 'of life. And Southern psto- Opre7Tne hacr taught Prisca the
illie rest rye their right to express their approval or lfiTta
same trade, tor did she learn at
*oval of Wallake and his ilk.
from her husbard'h so the two of
do
rule,
general
-a
them formed a sort of trade union
It is obvious- that Southerners. as
riot approve of Wallace. They 'do not approve of his run- Teey were terdn'akers. working not
anly in heavy teneeloth but in the
ning mate who violated.S4itherh law and-Tust9rii.until he
teeeed 'skins of avtirch many tents
wound up in the Birmingham jail. They _do not approve at that tant, .Were•made
to bring a message of hate and
olf any,one whOse mission
Tbelr home was workshop. their
da;content to our Southern Negroes under the -high-sound- hands were bent by long use at
hard tool; very likely they initialed
ing title of "racial equality."
We cannot say that we endorse the practice of aud- their produce ,P & A tents were
good tents Their business was*
iences throwing eggs and tomatoes. at every speaker who good. kr we, knew they always had
Wallace
that
believe
do
we
but
disapproval,
their
meets
room for another guest, for another
should -ekpe.t more fruit and vegetables before his tour is band at the workbench That was
offend. . are thmg helping their marriage to
ended, if he insists on sleeping in Negro homes and
stql•
both Southern Whites and Negroes;
Hem many husbands and
His speeches might be popular in oth••r places - un...ives today are working trams
,
doubtedly they -would be in Ruseia - hut they are nof
One reason sths divorces are
detrtie
stronghold
of
last
the
popular in the South.
more common in cities than on
MOCracy.
farms is that the city man and
his wife seldom hate any work
The South would rather be guilty of throwing eggs
in c norron. while a tanner and
,To‘n‘ible 1%1- letting
and tomatoes at Wallace than
IlVtd•eile arc a working team in
him in the White House.
elrech cart% aced* the other to
succeed. _Ural seine work yen
two ram share, eves if it is
washing the dislem. and yon
have something to heir rem Wild
together throu.gh the years.
• • •
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Bs HARMON W NI('HOLS
:
Milted Presb staff IL urrewpasaikaa:cectly go: an on the
•
WASHINGTON Sept 3 ,UP.- trict _of Columbus w
More Than Meals
Washington barbers base asked for! year When they ce.
t!..at held 'these
sr:a.%
perrnession to charge St 25 instead I. a trire. or a quart.: I :
Bryan Bishop. Pastor
c MIST
tecether was their hospitality.
anl
who:,
*Ate
keep
they
.
od 1111 for a haircut.
friends.
Tesy hod 3 lens list
John Brine, Minister
SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
beseies
tips
any
pocket
capo
But the barber shops In the
We
ssene .1 them detinguished
Temple Hitt
Baron Rielserson, Pastor
M:
tel budding only get 50 cents al "Why."
kr.,w. nbout Paul and Apollo, and
Worslep
Service
o'clock
11.00
Church schoel each Lord's day
Nair cut Shave 25 cents shampo%; they don't liVes, haar: to pay a tar hear ,f many i-thers But when an first, second and third Sunday on firet aid fourth Sundays.
Preach'ng every Sunday morn,
' egre 1.:11 for thi.n. slip Or .or A• pollos stayed at their house. he
50 cents and sorr,ething smelly
Evening service on Mira .S.20da.7.
at 10 a me and fourth Sunday at
trig at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun
lacitots and Pants 43,,) was gettang more than meals
the congressional topknot just v.,. •t-a•ir
Suneach
o'clock;
7
School
Church
day
tht Cautn7n:13nwh
0 oa*cm
.If you don't do more for a guest 1:30 pm. •
i;
lock
bits The works SI 50 Good bar./ the a hitt past, •tor
Preaching service on fourth Sun day at 10 o'clock. Youth FellowAlbert
superin.really
they
All
oay
ss
might
,he
he
him,
feed
as
than
be
welt
e.
too
bers.
ship eath Sunday evening. 8.38.
p.m.
.2:30
at
day
•
‘_
,
•
V'
tendant of Sunday Schierl held
t; Cr 1.7 t r-.4,7-1"7
at a restaurant _Ifeycna „don't di
And prices on caPitio Tee V, 01 to7A,c: S. :7%
Prayer Meeting each Thursday e 'every Sunday at 10 o'cloc't.
.. - —
D..WT:_uAT. ;ko: stls,.no. : l- Is ;00 mere than :Amuse him. he might as
stay where thej: are if - Chubby M
ening 7 o'clock,
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
B T U. every bunciay nignt at
Russells Chapel
L. Meletio has Ali say-aid he has i for a haircut -7-5 ••• St no fie- a I welt tie at the moseei. What those
CHURCH
! tws.did for Apollo* was to give him
Worship Service 11 o'clock each 6.30. Ben H..pkiris director, aratt
Abe last word. in the matter Mr shave 75 cents
Thurman. Pastor
J.
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each preaching following B. T. U.
lel has eharge of math ,,f the capi-'someplaceS a doIlai-and a !eine ideas. bigger ides. truer and bet.
- -ter than he had ever had. atsIthe
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
. evening. Stewardfourth Suede)
a help Officially. he'- the head ter 35 le 80 ,ents
QUALITY FOODS
First Sunday, 10 00 a rn. eunday
l• l•I -; Christian faith No doubt A llos
!,
The di,rivcr pct,
each' night at 7:00 o'clock.
ship Fellowship meeting
doorkeeper That means he . rules
enjoyed Priscilla's lamb chops. but School. Morgan Cunningham, Su- Thursday ibefore the second SunW.M.S. meets on Thursday at
the page boys. the janitors. the at tip. thought
CHOICE MEATS
11:00
1:30 p.m. after the first and third
• when be left that home he W:IS not perintendent. Preaching at
day) evening 8:30.
"em going to tr:1 tho.:c
sub-doormen-end the barbers .
7:30
at
before
one
a
.
but
Saturday
merely
man
well-fed
and
in.
a
Sunday each month.
REFRIGERATED PRODUCE
Bethel
elf those clipper guys ask for • up here if the) ask for poneassiol, whose soul had
pen.
grown.
Worship 2:45 o cesce each fourth
permission to raise their rates.- rie to raise then- prier s.-a'4 I ende: j
Isere again. is something for
UNION GROVE CHURCH
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Surday and 7 o'clock each second
1 v.•
-th
HARDLN CIRCUIT
they
I
toki me "they re gonna set'. good ,Stand
husbind and *Ur today %%hat
OF CHRIST
Sunesy. Church School each SunLeslie C. Lee. Pastor
lecture They've got the softest I ens at epteicee.. s fer
are you deing for the people
.
PLENTY PARKING SPACE
Bro. Connie Wyatt
day 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
i,•• • ,•
• -Right he-rat
•First Sunday:
Palestine, 11:00
'touch on the hill M A1411 corm. is your door° If they
Preaching services each first and each
Wednesday evening 7 o'clock. am:Hardin.
Ms et, p..•••
pm.
The capitol barbers pay re. tent
iome for dinner ybe stouldn1 in
third Sunday at 11 a.m.
Brooks Chapel
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m_:
and buy no' chairs. soap. cp1,-s
• ult her: 1:1, trash or
Sunday School each Lord's Day
Worship 11 o'clock each third Union Ridge. 3;00 p.m.
•'
or combs-to mention a few of th.:
do
mind'
%%hat
'on give their
at 10 a.m.
Sunday. Church School 10 o'clock.
Third Sunday. at Hardin 11;00
heir settl,
! Poison. trash or
Berns you need to run a barber see.•s
Independence
a m; Palestine, 3 p.m.
feud"
shop They art tweeted by cell.
METHODIST
HAZEL
Worship service 2.30 o'clock each • Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:03 i
• •
e.c:ica•_- ;hit !hi taYirayi:-•1
cress. which is paid off in cheap
(Formerly Hays & Fielder)
first Sunday
'1,•
.1 sslio••
tin. nee Unice Ridge, 11:15 a.m.
haircuts-same sort of deal 1b. k-..•
Page. Pastor
L.
C.
•
r.s
Fifth 1Sunday: Dexter, It am.
's•n•• ydrel
SIXTEENTH and MAIN
law:elvers get in cut•rate meals in
The.Chowch in Thstir Nom
South Pleasant Gress
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Everyone is invited,
;•••!
•
the house and senate reeturants n• at: ccls Lit
/ • . IDENTLY the P & A teree
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m. R.
Leslie
Gilbert,
Pastor
Your -attendance is appreciated.
lee
A. d the, barbers get a salary of eel
made ere ugh money tor PrTs• I. Cooper superintendent..
I
10 A.M.
lunday School
•••••••••••
•-have a spacious
and Aquilla
Worship./ Service at 11.00 a.m., James Chaney. Superintendent
c. far ot: find Paid in a letter first and third Sundays.
11 A.M.
Morning WoreMp
eientiening ''the churrch in their
second - and Training Union
si•rviccs
. 7:00 P.M.
Er.
Ttes more than anything
.•;osee
ea:Mt- Sundays at 7:00 p.m_
Mancil Vinson, Directo:
"•• kept these two together, a
Youth Fellowship. 8:30 p.m
8.00
even.ne, Warship.. e
Y,A1 know in every
fsing
Wednesday Evening Prayer
Hamel Church
.I:nrrls. there are a LIN key people
_Whose at. 10:00 a m liu.
8:00 P.M.
Set Vi.e
.r.-;g5.4na7,. no! be e..r,sicieuous. but. Saeseev
FRIDAY PEACE PLATE
WV U. Meeting Third
use di•tr.tater under an auto. foia ittlek itipertntendent.
Wednesday
?sierra:rig worshap service at 11:00
7:00 P.M.
at ce,ratION4: Young tooted I yr
60,--4, if owe are not' there
Bake your oysters watt. cheese
win.t:srd esatieres
Slit;
and each Fourth Wednesday
for your Friday ream d:sh. are
de net rue snieothls an& reecleeesee..fld and f.eirth
-Afternoon
day and everteig service 7.3u
eieebe
it
meat. Lir.; ,,ree cabbage. Cited
t a
take issue with ingh-foitd....kriceS_
celery-and unpeetel apple nosy bes_towo I - • •C-and Preceia.
Brotherhood Meeting first and
by selectmg srr.all rather than ,
were lake second and fouith Sundays.
Aq:211*let seed b.,1„,e
bt a for
.
large oysters at the re.arket.
7 P.M
third Wednesday
' Masons Chapel
Their 'reurch n7lturall • re.
b‘artY t.bbler for ' flua t
Ane-V
meTN.
`
Sunday SLeool at 10.00 am. firs, Business Women's Circle first
et;:seat?le fun "eel Tra I voteesit .,,eirouriej -them This must
des's" settsee
Here's a casserole Peate Peet/. .
the ...ire and raisins tot eat:dvittoo
.
.ouni
,..
and third .Wednesday
7 P.M
that is not only thrifty because of
1 have taken a good deal of Abele and third Sundays Brooks Underess expensive small oysters at
R A.'s, GA's. and Sunbeam
rooD imps: oystrrs f • r veers t time no doubt it cote them meney. wood. superintendent.
One that rates high natrit.orially.
Band. first and third
..e
Morning worship service at moo
have meant work But
Tee dies make,eoeet e„ brews .. Peace Plate may be tresh. frozen. i ate, .reilat
7 PM
Wednesday
.
the (teeth was
,it. .neleck eri'ord and feeel- Seeeer
term'
Cheese and ilk. which help sfretch or car.ned. If yo4:_buy fr,zen ones. :
COME AND WORSHIP
in.t:1 you are
was because thee wanted it- thet
the,pester raver arid contzibute don't let Iberia thaw
ver-M-1--be- hard to believe
ALMO CHURCH (re
- /nod values oe their ONT1. And the ene*tte to o00 thenls And le'tP The Ira!'
s' l that. !hey. Aldred for this so as-lo
Bri. L 11 Pirinn
cerr.leinatim is a .novel /asserole fresh ones cold-about 40 deg. -•e
Fresh Eastern oysters are grad- ! keta the;Msefves from drifting
KIRKSEY
Which should extend rear reeputa.
— --'ed on the basis of size. determin- letipsrt. yet untinebtedle that was
V. B. Dunn
Roo as an original cook.
each Surday at
Schoel
eutiday
ed by the number to the gallon:
one affect of it
First Sund'ay-suresey 11 a.m.;
Aecend
at
eteept
Sunday
am.
9:45
Counts or 'extra leree-net nitre
great mapOrity of dstorces ; 1 pm,
.
Cole's Camp Ground 3 Pm: Mi,
•
than 160 to the settee: Extra
WITH CHEESE
are ambeg people who thive no
large
210:
to
161
Preacfuhg services eskry second Hebron 7:30 p.m.
or
selects
1
*liters
smolt
hurch
the
plot
ith
i11111
f`l
n
I
Second Simday-Celdwater 11
.seietts or medium 7-21j to. 300;
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
41 Wee* teasel
whateser Mans,of rourse. arc
am.; Mt. Carmel 7:30 pm
Standards or small- 30114s to 500:
eggs, beaten
teairption'salt •
church
of
on
arc
who
persons
Statidjarde. or very small - more
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
4••••poon eorearee hosuits
Matti ,
rolls sorreei here But 1
than 500.
am ; Kirksey 7:30 pm.
teaspeon papril•
j, E. N.A.:osiers. Pastor
knots
%nu
do
•
marriag•
brutish
tap not
Lerge oysters are in special deFourth Sunday--Mt. Ca-nnel 11
Sunday Whool each Suteely at
eel, prated cheeses
emcee treason. %rho are active
mand for some uses and so we
a.m ; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.:
o'clock.
10
large
the
of
gallon
a
that
in I brietien stare"
Cut slices of taxa tete Quarters...Corn- find
Preaching seevices each Sul.day Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
• • •
blase tw•tan Olds, aseisentnes and milk.. ones usually brings •a higher,prfee
Church School at each
There
Arrant, layer of to•et in gre.fsed bsk.ad than a gallon of small oysters.: It's
. at It o'clock and each second and
co se-es
shah and cover with toyer 01 o),•tolre. the' large ones, you know. which
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
oil ot 41 fourth Sunday eights at '710
ci Nese./ 'ritiameoe en t—loll
Stepsak_
%winkle kith grated cheese
Oct.. • •
t.enossi.n
Isosa•
, Sunday. Your attendance is apTeaming' Union .eacb :weds)
•
layer resserisne sufficleisfelowlie for teo:- a;e preferred in cocktails and other
211) Main St
I'holio 88(i
Whit. te •
erecilited.
envie n•th milk niliiture. top with a-atce. raw 03FtteS. And so the small (Ines
6:30.
at
night
.
of
-Plee• b..k.ne Aiii• In pan
cheese.- ,
the
for
,
(Wien
Prayer service each Weditesday
hat oratei and bait, 1,s d mode, sta oven give You ni"e*. I 'it as rad In
tan* F, for aa naiades or souto bralid.--ai"neli i''' ' tie! re
- READ 'THE CLASSIFIEDS.
READ IlIE CLASSUILDS.
night at 7 o'clock.
,
•••11.11MMEN•11
1 iodates caaserole dish..
, sorvsis 4.
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Farm Tested Feeds
Highest Quality
at
I .owest Cost
ROSS FEED CO.
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$1.25 Asked by Washington Barbers
Instead of the Present $1. 0 Charge
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RECEIPT BOOKS

A'

4 to Page — In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER & TIMES

a

YOU WILL FIND --

HAYS FOOD MARKET

alum
cnracti

_•
A "PIACI! PLATE" FOR TODAY

•

Sa-te W/seal! Save Meal! Sage tluz Peace!

p.y.

CONGRATULATIONS

4

i„, . ,ngs

. .

TAYLOR.MOTOR CO.
on the opening of your new display room and service shop.

•

U

Taylo: Motor Company is Dealer for
GOODYEAR TIRES and TUBES
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Bilbrey's Car & Home
Supply
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THE LEDGER & TIMM

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 3. 1948
CIVIL SERVICE

are
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4rs.

'hit,
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Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
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I The "You-Haada-Bowl-Schedule" Cry
To Be Eliminated Ruling Clan Plans

POSITIONS

Hopefuls Report for Stoll Field PractiCe -

9

PAcT

MURRAY,ICENTTJCRY

rianapolis Pirates.
Likely to be paired at half back
Examinations, were announced
lightweight
Hal Griffin. a
Service'
•b• h USG
breakaway man rom TamP i. w ho
and
Meteorologist,
for
Commission
,
last year set a national punt-return
tackles or a quarterback.
Paul tBeari Bryant put his new four men at this position. Left to
By EDWIN PJOPF:
Instrument Maker iGeneral.-Merecord, and Charlie Hunsinger. an
Alabama tops 'cm all or interfootball team at Kentucky to work' battle for the spot are Ray Porter,
Press Sports Writer
United
Development
and
Design
Cincinnati, Bill Dawson, Louisville, chanical
elusive pass receiver from Harrisconference competition- without
early Wednesday , morning.
rUP13
Sept.
Ga.,
ATLANTA,
).
Dick Holaway, Young, Ohio, and -Glassblower
burg. Ill. Last year Griffin was
The Crimson Tide
Some 100 hopefuls reported on
"you -hadda-bowl-scliedule!" Harry Gilrrser,
Pat James, of New Boston, Ohio.
The Meteorologist examination Florida's
ground The
one
number
foes.
league
nine
has
9
outStroll Field yesterday and most of
junked,
screamers have been
Bryant found the only bright will be tised to fill positions in va- gainer, seconded by Hunsinger.
them were Bryant men.
from the sports _Georgia Tech ha- seven. 'and,
dusted
moded,
Washingin
agencies
Federal
Only at fullback are Wolf hopes
spot in his line at the tackle slots. rious
Graduation riddled last year's
scene. At least, in the southeastern with luck. the Golden Tornado
He said, "tackles are still a big ton, D. C., and vicinity. Positions on completely familiar ground.
through the whoie
could wad
I
conference,
team squad and took away most of
BuWeather
States
Alex Gardiner, of McDonald, 0.,
question, but I wouldn't be sur- in the United
bash.
teams
winning
will
longer
the men who were here before
No
a
and
and Billy Parker, of Jacksonville.
prised if our tackle play isn't the reau throughout the country
Bryant came along two seasons
Georgia's schedule is rugged.
few in the Territories and posses- are a pair of
greatly-improved wince under the fanatical screams
best since I have been here."
common
a
victory
make
to
ago
sions of the United States and in punting experts. But even with ; of detractors. There are no more but wouldn't be overly so were it
All the leading tackle contenoceurance on the Kentucky camfareien countries may also be filled. a sound backsquad well cinched. bowl schedules in the Dixie loop. not for a chilling October grind.
ders are untried. They are Doc Fer'
pus.
And one might add, not many The Bulldogs take on North Carorange from -$3 727 to Wolf doesn't think he can invite
rell of Richmond, Bob Gain: of the salaries
Bowls,
either, since the league lina. the-'Charlie Justice-powered
will
The young man set to work and
considering
test
yea',
written
this
A
many bets
year.
Wierton, W. Va., Lloyd. McDer- $6.235 a
teams are now restricted to the Southern Conference kingpin, in
in two years racked up the best
be required. To qualify ,appli- Eloridies opposition.
not
Frank
and
Covington,
mott, from
four major New Year's day affairs. the first week of October. Then
niodern-day record in Kentucky
The schedule:
cants must lir have had 4 years of
Smotherman, from Murfressboro.
•
The ruling clan, either tired of bingo! Into Kentucky. Louisiana
football.
25-- Old Miss at Gainesor scientific experience
Sept.
technical
Tenn. Bryant said the , positions
night': Oct. 2--Tulsa at the constant heckling or acting in State. Miami and Alabama.
Today he looks to the future with are wide open and any two of in meteorology or related fields; ville
Time was 'back in the days
or lb/ have completed a full cur- Gainesville 4night); Oct. 9-Au- the interests of genuine progress.
confidence. He isn't the worried them may start.
to work and provided al- when General Bob Neyland had
16went
study
leading
Oct.
to
He
at
night):
Tampa
college
burn
years.
of
two
riculum
past
the
of
man
Bryant is happy about his backthe "Big 12" calla been at Tennessee a decade or
promises a fighting squad. And field. He has veteran Blanda, a a bachelor's degree ,which has in- Rots at Gainesville (night); Oct. most every team in
sot when Tennessee caught the
le
slate.
a
semi-impassab
with
work
of
Oct.
laboratory
at
hours
Atlanta:
Tech
20
he
eluded
but
23__Georgia
predictions
doesn't make
smart quarterback: to run his T
•
have had 30__Furman at Greenville, S. C.:
For the benefit of clinics, there brunt of criticism coneerning "easy"
in meteorology; or
with , the backbone of his team formation, do the
passing, and
any combination of such expert- Nov. 6--Georgia at Jacksonville; is Louisiana State's man-killing schedules.
scheduled to be here another year handle the punting.
The years may have mellowed
ence and education. In addition, Nov. 13-Kentucky at Lexington; card. Look at that line-up for
or two there is reason for KentucHelping with the ground attack all competitors must have had from Nov. 20_Miami at
Gainesville; brutes: Rice. Texas A and M, Geor- the General, but they have not afkians to be happy.
will be Don 4Dopey 1 Phelps, the 1 to 4 years of professiooal experi- Nov. 27-Alabama at Tuscaloosa.
gia, North Carolina, Mississippi, fected his nerve. The Vols have
Bryant has a bunch of good sop- Danville dandy who is faster this
meteorology.
Vanderbilt, Mississippi State, Ala- abandoned breathers for the most
in
ence
*
homores and juniors who should fall now that a knee injury has
part. This year the Moguls conbama. Texas and Tulane!
applicaand
information
of
Metcalfe
Further
Simpson
Payne
go places after a year of seasoning healed. and Bill Boller, who loves
And Gaynell Tinsley, with the structed a tough 10-game card
from
obtained
be
may
forms
tion
under fire.
county harvested 1.200 pounds of Bengal reins in his carte Blanche which stacks North Carolina. Georto plow through the line.
the Commission's Local Secretary,
But this year shouldn't be a disaReady and capable are a num- Mr. Valentine, located at Post Of- Kentucky 31 fescue seed from less possession for the first time, has gia Tech. Mississippi and Kentucky
ppointing year for loyal Wildcat ber of other good ball-handlers,
to face that murders' row without in a sold closing string.
than four acres.
fice, Murray. Ky.
alumni who have long wanted a including the Genito
brothers,
.01///M• ••
good team at Lexington. Bryant Ralph and Carl; shorty Jamerson
said the potential offensive power of Henderson, Jim Howe from
should be greater than in the past Fort Thomas, Dick Martin of Chitwo years.
cago, Leo Truman from OwensThe big task facing the Kentucky boro, Norman Klein from Louisline.
a
building
coaching staff is
ville, Bill Leskovar from FairCraduation took six of last year's mont W. VA., and Clayton Webb,
regular linemen, leaving only Wal- from St. Albans, W. Va.,
lace iWah Wahl Jones at end.
Bryant said he is counting heavily on the lanky Harlan pass-catcher. He plans to have Wah Wah on
the receiving end of dozens of
George Blanda's passes. a combiGAINESVILLE, Fla.. Sept. 2 1UP) Aaron Brown, two s Jacksonville,
hefties, may shift to tackle.
nation• that could be one of the Florida measured a snaggled forehottest offensive threats in the wal for odds against five South- And Wolf has two untried hopes,
Southeastern conference.
eastern Conference foes today-- six-footers Ben Ewing. of Barton,
Blanda's ,Fassing improved every and promptly opened a missing Fla., and Elphia Harden, a spring
training greenie from Okeechobee,
day in spring practice and Bryant lineman's bureau.
Coach Ray 'Bear) Wolfe is amaz- Fla.
said he planned to depend heavily
ed at how they have disappeared,
on an aerial attack this fall.
For the wing jobs Joe Chesser's
problem down, and anyone knowing the where- graduation left two seasoned pass
Narrowing
Bryant said &aiding up the cen- abouts of six lettermen please noti- receivers-Tommy Bishop of Jackfy him.
ter of his line is the biggest job.
sonville and Bill Turner, of St.
Three sheepskins. a classroom Petersburg. Fla., whose injuries
Harry Ulinski, a capable 196
pounder from Ambridge. Pa., will bogie, a lame knee and a resigna- still make him doubtful.
step into Jay Rhodemeyer's spot tion have left Wolf with possibly
If this scramble produces any
at center and line coach Carney the biggest shakedown problem in armor in the next three weeks,
Lashe predicts some fine defensive the entire conference.
Florida's backfield will show plenty
••••111 '
Wolf wants to make this third of speed. A well-oiled T-formaplay for the scrappy junior if an
year
apology"
"no
a
at
Florida
year
.e' hope is extion swiveled by an de
ancient knee injury doesn't bother
by gaining an SEC victory, which pected to keep &twit talk about
him.
•
1942.
the 21-game losing streak which
Guards will be a major worry. would be Florida's first since
overcome last
frantically
'Lc.° Yarutis isn't around any more But every conference foe he looks was
and all the guard replacements are at is wearing fresh bowl dust and year.
is
man
key
darkhorse
The
at least a season away from Yaru- Wolf will credit only LSU with
Angus
Williams, 165sprightly
tis' play. Graduation took the first having a tougher schedule
•
The nicks have left Florida with- pound army veteran from Tampa,
out a single standout lineman. whose only play since 1945 was at
Center Barn Webster is still out the last spring practice.
with a training injury from last
Williams is expected to pace a
year. But the biggest gap is at cluster of zippy boys and cempentackle
sate (Sr Wolf's only major backGraduation yanked Paul Mortel- field loss in Bobby Forbes, who
flunked.
laro away. Wilbur Force
signed baseballwise with the InESTHER WILLIAMS
And to top this. John Natyshak.
Wolf's slated regular.• just didn't
in
show up.
There are four lettermen who
might be whittled to tackle size
7 kV
for Ole Miss 25 days from now, and
late. Auburn. Georgia Tech.
in TECHNICOLOR
Georgia and Kentucky.
VARSITY THEATRE
Florida boys, "On An Island With You."
bull-sized
Two
Corlis Carver of Jacksonville, and il Hr 45 Min
of Miami. may 'Feature Starts: 1 -00-3:00-5:05-7:10Frank Dempsey
wedge into left tackle, and two 9:15
ONE DAY ONLY!
lighter models. Tommy Bray of
CAPITOL THEATRE
Macon, Ga , and Cliff Sutton, of
4. 94
Plant City. Fla, may fit at aright. "The Arizona Ranger" al Hr 3 Min/
-v saarari
us,.
But in the shuffle anything may Feature Starts: 1.00-2.23-3.51-5:19happen_ Guardsmen Sam Cole and 6:47-8:15-9:43.
I
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Florida has Same Cry as The Rest, Lame In
Places and A Killer of a Football Schedule

City of Murray Power Users

THERE WILL BE A POWER INTERRUPTION ON SEPTEMBER 5th and 6th WITH SCHEDULE AS
FOLLOWS:
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and Saturday
COOL end COMFORTABLE

AT LAST ON THE SCREEN TOGETHER!

.RING of the COWBOY

SMARTEST HORSE
IN THE MOMS
111
4,

Ihral-lifs lath*, and
son bring doublethrills to youl
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Visit

N
/ THE MURQAY NIF'G. CO.
2 HOTEL NATIONAL
.3 HOTEL EL.MUS MALE
4 HOTEL FREEMAN
5 &WRAY' HOSIERY AT/I.).
6 MURRAY STATE COLLEGE
7 HIGH 304001.
R STATION
8 N.0 $
9 WESTERN NY 37AGS3 BUS STATtON
to CHAMBER OF''COMMERCE
II RYAN MILK CO
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t3 (SANK OF MURRAY
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15 COURT HOUSE
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Unshaded area will have power interruption from
SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 5
5:00 A. M. to 11:00 A. M.
ruption from 5:00
MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 6 -_ Shaded area will have power intct
A. M. to 11 A. M.
BER 6, from 2:30
There will be a total power interruption on MONDAY, SEPTEM
P. M. to 4:30 P. M.
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RICHARD MARTIN

JANE FRAZEE
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1411UAAN 904tOM
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Aso

SUNDAY
and MONDAY

SUNDAY and MONDAY
IRENE DUNNE and PATRICK KNOWLES

ROD CAMERON
in

in

"PANHANDLE"
•
PLEASE NOTICE: Due to
the necessary shutdown of
the local power system on
Monday, the Varsity and
Capitol will open at 4:30
p.m. instead of 12:30 p.m.
First show will start at 5:00
p.m. and continue thereafter.

"LADY IN A JAM"

Murray Electric System

PLEASE NOTICE: Due to the necessary
shutdown of the local power system on Monday,the Varsity and Capitol will open at 4:30
p.m. instead of 12:30 p.m. First show will
start at 5:00 p.m. and continue thereafter.

E. S. Eergw\on, Superintendent
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itr WILLIAMS, Editor — PHONE 374-M

Second Official Day of Practice In
The Southeastern Conference Today

Locals

•
ATLANTA, Ga., Sept. 2, lUP)— junior who !scored Alabama'S lone
Broiling weather, surprisingly light touchdown in the Sugar Bowl. He
and two took a pass from Gilmer for the
coaches' lamentations
"potentials" grabbed the spotlight marker.
today as the southeastern conferGeorgia Tech, the conference
ence began its second official day favorite, worked briefly, with only
of practice.
fullback Buster Humphreys showCandidates sweated under mid- ing up lame. Humphreys broke his
summer ,suns as they turned out left arm during spring practice.
in masses for opening drills. The Coach Bobby Dodd also said he
Miss Lottye Suiten is visiting in
coaches, usually spraying the air would shift center Buck Doyal to
Memphis with Dr. and Mrs. Temwith sobs of pessimism the first guard and might move basketball
pleton and family and other friends.
day,
weren't gloomy, if not ex- ace Mel Dold into the line from the
••
backfield.
actly cheerful.
Miss Joan Harrell left Monday to
And the "potentials," at Ole Miss
One of Kentucky's best backs
begin her third year as one of the
in injuring himcommerce teachers in Paxton high and Alabama, are the lads being wasted little time
counted upon to fill the shoes of self and the Wildcat chances this
school, Paxton, Ill.
••
two all-American whizzes now de- falk Jimmy Howe, a Ft. Thomas,
his ankle
Martin Chapel Sunday school had parted from the' collegiate ranks. Ky., junior, sprained
At Oxford, Coach Johnny Vaught shortly after the beginning of the
a wonderful picnic at Gabertsville
ChiPark, Sunday. Lots of food, boat- greeted his defending champions drill. And Dick Martin of
ing and swimming was enjoyed by with a special eye on Carl (Dixiei cago reported with a temperature
Howell, a 23-year-old, 185-pound and an undiagnosed illness. Both
all.
• •
junior from- Memphis who stands Howe and Martin are right halfcandlMrs. R. H Russell has returned a good chance of making Delta backs. Forty-five varsity
to Stewart county, Tenn., following fans forget chunkin' Charley Corn- dates answered "Bear" BrYant's
a week's visit with her mother and erly. And big Barney Poole, the call at Lexington.
sister, Mrs. Vickie Martin and Miss indestructible All-American end.
Coach Allyn McKeen got a lift
Vaught's as his starting backfield returned
Katie Martin, 300 North Fifth returned to brighten
street.
hopes somewhat. Sixty candidates intact. "Shorty" McWilliams, Harturned out.
per -Davis, Jim Bailey and Truett
Mr. and Mrs. Robert I. Kletka,
Coach Harold -Red"-Diew point- Smith, all seniors except the latlittle son. Bobby, left Thursday for ed to Alabama's Ed White, a re- ter, showed up in the pink of conSouth Bend, Ind., by motor, While formed end, and said White might dition. They'll probably give the
here, they were guests of Mrs. Klet- be .the boy to fill Gilmer's shoes. Starkville Maroons the loop's best
ka's father, Mr. Boyd Wear; Mr. Eddie Salem, the top candidate for foursome this autumn.
and Mrs. Ralph Wear, 208 North the job, is recuperating from a
Fifth street, and other relatives.
J.13. Witt, champion 4-H boy in
foot :operation. White. who swap• •
courtly. made a profit
ped playing time with flanker McCreary
Miss Bettie Shroat daughter of Rebbie Steiner last fall, is a 195- of $272 on two sows and litters.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Shroat of
the. Bentbn highway, will leave
this week, for Elvins. Mo., *Were
she will teach English in the city
high school. Miss Shroat is a recent graduate of Murray State college.
•
Studios
Mrs. Bobb4 Harding crud her
mother. Mrs. Pearl Johnson left
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
yesterday to visit relatives in
a 11
*Cleveland, Ohio.
a
• •
1300 OLIVE BOULEVARD
_Mrs. Reed Wilson of Detroit was
Opening Date — September 6
recent house guest of Mr. arid
Mrs. August Wilson.
• •
5.
Mrs. Bowden Swann of Route 4
is confined to her bed where she
has been seriously ill for the past
10 days.

ID

•

•

• LOCALS

Garden Department Of Murray Womans Club
Holds First Monthly Meeting At Club House
The. Murray Womans Club was , a very interesting and informative
the setting yesterday afternoon at talk in -Rose Gardening" which
three o'clock for the first monthly included the time for planting,
meeting.of the Garden Department' pruning and general care of the
Mrs. D L. Divelbiss. •Chairman, plant.
Thirty five members were prespresided over the business session.
B. Wilson was ent to enjoy the social hour that
At tins time. Mrs
elected secretary and Mrs Freed followed. Mrs Dlvelbiss presided
Cotham was elected treasure: t. at the punchbowl as dainty refreshfill the position of MO- Frank Lit- ments were served the attractive
Graham. lace draped table. centered w:th a
tleton and Mrs.
floral arrangement.
who resigned
Hostesses were Mrs. Vernon Anprogram chairMrs. E. C.'i
man. presented the program for derson, Mrs. H. B. Bailey. Miss Cappie Beale. Mrs. D G. Berry. Mrs
the comiro; year.
.
, .W. H.
Guest speaker for the afternoon Marion Berry and Mrs
was Mr. W. C Kemper. who gave Brooks.

Distributed by United Feature Syndiedte. Inc.

oin. Beneath this knowledge was
CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE
Lawrence
astounded by old the thought that Stu
w*
OT
'would recoil in horror if he knew
was
It
words
Cartier's
Miss
what she was up to.
She nad a oriel. momentary
almost as though she were
willing to let Aline make an vision of him as she nad first seen
rum that day in Chadwick's office
unhappy marriage if it meant nis thin Mouth cynical ano ungetting Belle Fleur back in compromising his eyes censorious
possession of the Cartier fam- -I don't approve of women In
of work " his lips had said and
tinsor
ily.
his eyes added. They're not trustAnd how misguided they both teorthy.
were to think that!
If what she was doing now backCurtis Corbin was a grasping fired he would have good reason to
selfish man. He would never relin- say that to her.
*
quish ownership of the old plantaAline leaned back against the
tion on which he had already spent pillows.
so much money unless he were le-All right. I promise you. Miss
gally forced to. He wanted to ab- Kirkman."
The marriage of. Mss. Dortha
their name and
Cartiers.
sorb
the
"You retail • mean that?"
Nell Watkins. daughter of Mr. and
their ancestral home. and perhaps.
"Cartier.; don't break their
Mrs. Paul Watkrn's. and D•vid Ly• after old Mr. Cartier died, their word "
ons. son of Mr iid Mrs Ira Lyons.
business.
Lotus took a deep breath and
She thought of the fine aristo- plunged ahead.
of Murray. was solemnized . at the
cratic old gent!eman as she haa
Benton Church of Christ by 1:
"To begin with my name is not
seen him on Mardi Gras tught. It Rosa Kirkman and I am not a propastor who read the single rn
was unbelievable that he would fessional i.ntertainer." - •
,
service at 5 p. m.. Tuesday. 'Aug-trcondone any sort of cotnpromite
She heard a gasp in the dark24.
with the Corbins. Lotus wonderec ness. "What and %ilia' are you.
If he knew that Aline and her then?"
The attendants were Mr. ,iid Mrs.'
t•
grandaunt were visaing at Belie
"I can't go into that now—you
Win-Ian Lyons. of Murray.
Fie
must
believe
the."
Mrs
—
MATRON
The bride. who is a student at
PRETTY
When the lights were off in all
"All right, go on."
Murray State college. wore .. white
Dorothy Boyd, of Columbus,
the rooms extending of' the broad
"Stacy Corbin does not love
gallery, she left her own room alto Vol .gabardine suit with—white accesOhio, accomplishes a neat
tiptoed to the French doors opentiara of tubesories. She wore a
'
,
"I can't believe that."
trick. She adds beauty to
ing onto Aline's.
roses in her hair and carried an
•"1.i's quite true however."
Mrs.
skyline.
the New York
The soft, luminescent light front
Lotus repeated her conversation
arm bouquet of tuberoses .ind rosethe stars showed the deep shadow, with Stacy on the previous day
Boyd will represent Columbuds:
of the massive Victorian furniture He also told me about his father's
bus in the Mrs. American
M. Lyons wore a brown suit
andurtno
he wsmall, huddled figare of business deal rraneuvermg your
contest to be held at PaliAline in the vaist spaciousness of family out of Belle Fleur."
with green accessories and a corJersey.
sades Park, New
her bed.
sage of gardenias
-That's one reason I intend marPARISIAN HEADGEAR —
As Lotus entered the other girl rani; Stacy.' Aline said suddenly.'
Followmg a wedding dinner at
of
sat
up her soft gold hair falling **to get Belle Fleur back in the
tones
Tartan wool in
the home of the bride's parents
around her shoulders in a shimused
Mr and Mrs Lyons left for St. gray, red and white is
-"
meting cascade her usually gentle
-Isn't that rather an extreme
for this draped hat. A fur
eyes wide with indignation.
measure?" Lotus asked gently.
Friday. September 3
They will reside at 1413 Farmer porn-porn is on the falling
She's iike a water lily. the older
The College Presbyterian church girl thought, and almost as fragile
avenue. :n Murray.
point from the crown.
HE cold-blooded reply she rewill show a motion picture at the She crossed the room and sat down
ceived made her eyes widen
the
bed.
on
the
edge
of
members
in
Faypicclub
7:30.
The
Five 4-H
church beginning at
with sheer atsonishment.
"Mms Cartier. I must talk to
Use our ClaiSified Ads — They ette county sold 109 lambs for a ture will show the status of the
"There's always divorce." Aline
you!" Her whisper was urgent.
Cartier said. "—and settlements
get the business,
total of 83281.
Missionary and Church work that
"How dare you come into my If Stacy acted the way you say ne
is being done in Alaska. The pub- room!"
intends to. I would have_grounes."
lic is invited.
-Aline reached for her silken bed
-But. Aline, you don't realize
;racket. "I can think of nothing we what you're saying Things misfit
Tuesday. September 7
r*ould discuss in common."
not work out that way—you might
Her young voice shook with have children."
A general meeting of the WSCS
anger and snobbery.
"I want children some day and
will be held at the First Methodist
Lotus gave an exasperated little I want them to have Belle Fleur."
Church at 3:00 p.m.
sigh. She would have to overcome
"But—but—" Lotup floundered
this barrier of class distinction beThe groups of the Woman, Coun- tween Aline and herself before she helplessly. She had expected tears.
recriminations, even curses, but not
-I of the First Christian Church could talk to the girl intelligently. this indomitable stubbornness.
"My cafe job is only a temporary
will meet at 2 30 as follows:
"You see. Rosa — or whatever
Group I. Mrs Clyde Jones, chair- expedient." she said now,
your real name is — Belle Fleur
-What
do
you
mean?"
Meant just about everything to my
man, will meet at the home of Mrs.
"I can't explain further. and It
C E. Broach, North Sixteenth doesn't matter. Miss Cartier, I grandfather and aunt. They had to
let it go to protect their stock:tree.
came in to tell you that you must holders. They had put all their
Group II. Mrs. W. J. Gibson. not marry Stacy Corbin."
hopes in my brother Andrew—he
"So that's it!"
hairman, will meet at the home
was to carry on the family name
Aline
sucked
in
her
breath
in
a
Main
.707
and
business and, of course. inherit
Bonnet-,
f Mrs. A. P.
queer, sibilant little hiss. "I sup- Belle Fleur. Well, he was killed in
,treet.
pose you're going to tell me that the Pacific, so it's up to Re now."
Group III, Mrs. H. C. Corn, chair- you're Stacy's mistress?"
"But you're charming and atnail,
will meet at the home of
"No, that's not true. Stacy means tractive. There must be dozens of
Phone 398-x-W
1102 West Main Street
Mrs K. C Frazee. 901 Main street. nothing to me."
New Orleans boys of fine family
—Then what do you care whether who'd like to marry you."
Wednesday. September
"But only the Corbins own Belle
The first monthly P.T A meeting I marry him or not?"
"Because if you do you'll be in- Fleur."
of the year will be held at the MurLotus groaned. Somehow, she
••••••••••••OOOOOOammo*OOOOOOOO V•••••••••••• ray high school at three o'clock volving yourself. your family name
and all it stands for in a scandal
•
• The theme of the program will be that will make the headlines of must impress this girl with the
peril of the step she was under•
• Getting Acquainted.- A social every newspaper in the country." taking. If Stacy talked her into
a hour will follow.
"Are you threatening me?"
marriage
in her present mood. It
•
"No. I'm trying to save you from would be too late and the Cartier!
•
a
tragic
mistake."
Thursday. September 9
•
would be involved in the dope
Aline s voice was curious now. scandal, too. It would ruin their
•
The Business and Professional
•
"But why?"
business.
group of the First Christian church
"I can't tell you any more, Aline.
•
"If I could prove to you that
• will ,meet at 7:30 with Mrs. George unless you promf-e not to repeat a Stacy didn't love you. that he was
• Hart. North Fourth street
Miss word of it. I'm not exaggerating only following his father's orders.
•
when I say my life Would be worth that they were seeking the honor• Margaret Campbell is leader.
absolutely nothing if Curtis Corbin able Cartier name and its valuable
•
•
knew I was talking to you this connections and a place in New
•
way."
Orleans society, would you change
• READ THE CLASSLIPIEpS.
•
"Are you suggesting that Mr. your mind?"
•
Corbin
Is
a
criminal?"
"I suppose I'd have to."
•
"Something like that."
"Well, then, at eleven o'clock to•
•
morrow night you be-in the bath•
7
,
HERE was silence for a mo- room between our rooms listening
•
• ment, Lotus' 'heart hammered at the door. I chink you'll hear
•
•
oeneath the satin sheath of her something that a-ill dLasuacie you
•
nightgown. Perhaps she had al- from marrying Stacy Corbin."
•
-eady gone too far. „ Aline was
•
•
(To be continued,
;oung she might think It exert•
•
to bring about a scene by re- (The characters in this serial arm
•
fictitious)
)eating this conversation to COV
—LETTERHEADS

L

Watkins-Lyons VONVS
Are Said In Benton

Social Calendar

T

HUGH McGEE
Announces

that he will teach Voice

and will accept students beginning
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter returned yesterday front' Stratford.
Texas, where they attended the
Carter.

Young Matron's
Group Meets
The Young Matrons Group
First Christian church met at 7:30
last evening with Mrs. M. C. Elia,
North Twelfth street.
Miss Judy Allbritten, chairman,
presided over the business session.
At this time plain, were made for
the coming years work. Miss Allbritten also was in charge of the
program entitled "On Our Doorsteps.",
The devotional was given by
Mrs.,Henry Fulton_
The hostess served a delicious
dessert course and iced drinks to
the five members and thr.ro guests
present.
H D. Luck and son of Webster
county report their flock of sheep
has paid for itself each year for
five years.

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly !
everybody reads it. l%
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Select One of These
Better Used Cars

See Us About It!

Flying
possibl
TERM
give yi
the ex
your t
today!

FOR YOUR LABOR DAY WEEK-END
DRIVING
1942 FLEETL1NE CHEVROLET. Real
nice and clean. Radio and heater.
1941 CHEVROLET SPECIAL Deluxe
.2-door. Nice clean car.
1940 FORD. Nice and clean.
1938 CHEVROLET 2-door.
OTHER CHEAP CARS

Cl

LAWRENCE USED CAR LOT
Home of Guaranteed Used Cars
201 Maple

Phone 150

*yotti SHOur
4

•- —
IF VOL
washin
dealer,

181.
— FOR SA
with G
on for
141, 201

MISS LILLIAN WATTERS
Piano Teacher
---:

When You .
Need

PR-INTING

•

•

Announcing
The

ENVELOPES
HANDBILLS
•••••••

TICKETS
CANDIDATE CARDS
RULED FORMS'

PRICE LISTS
• •

'II .

ENGRAVE•D CALLING CARDS

:
. • Here, tics hearing t Linty- with fat
•
tf.more pound inteiwity than before! And
!
wholly new hearing com fort,-.ndlbona
way
a can now hear with power turned
is I down. NO nu7.1Ing, no hr,11,1W IllnIllIdg.
lifelike
of
•.i Reltone seta new standard
':! hearing. '

WEDDLNG INVITATIONS

..• '
e I

40:NOUNCEMENTS

BOOKLETS

•

LEDGER llEET.S
BANK CHECKS ••

LEDGER & TIMES
North Fourth Street

Telephone 55

The New Murray Bowling Alleys

BP
°

0111-VNIT
NEARING AID

•

CATALOGUEs

t

1
1

(;et free hookirt of amnrini Po•fIra,lar'es on dew/neon. Plain wipP•r-fin Ohlt(•110•1. C orne ea.
phone, nr mAil coupon.

•
•

INFORMAL NOTE PAPER

Of

I
;
I

FREE

•
•
•

RUBBER :-•TAM PS

•

Grand Opening

World's Smallest Hearing
2
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
•
• Times More Clear Sound

POSTERS

. Paul Morton
Reneee•

•[
•

•
• i f•
v
•1 i

TUESDAY SEPT.7,7:00P.M.

hearing Aid ( onsult.int
Lynn Grove, Ky.

,

7--1

i
Poet Office BOX 727
i
Paducah. Ky.
• .P.
•,
hon. 'seat of obligati,. ,
Mew wry
•1
Pr ... tart: a.m., of facto about 1
•1
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BOOTS—Forecast for fall is that
KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE
will rise high up on the
photo,
in
shovin
pair
boots, like
satin. A ribbon at
ankle. This pair hapif5tns., to be of black
-business up.
back of turnover cuff ties the whole

Catering To Ladies & Gentlemen

•
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,.atfeagra,
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FOR SALE-1942 Model 45 HarleyDavison motorcycle: Built in 1946.
Recently painted. Very good condition. See Sidney McKee, 1603
FOR RENT-In Varsity - Theatre
FORGET Our Auto Auction
West Main. Phone 185.
S4p building, one room suitable -for
.very Saturday beginning at
sin or shine. $2.00 if they FOR SALE-Savoil tabletop stove. small business. Apply Frank LanS3c
II, $10.00 if they do sell. Excellent condition.
Telephone caster. Phone 322 or 10574.
can sell ... anybody can 1192-R.
S4p FOR RENT-One bedroom, furnishStreet Car Exchange
ed. college girls preferred, or coun Co., Hopkinsville, FOR SALE-79-acre fOrm, 5-room
ple in College. Phone 5464. S7c
house
with
by,sement,
electric
tf
lights, stock barn 40x30, 8-room toFOR RENT-2-room unfurnished aI! YOU ARE IN NEED of a good bacco barn, chicken house 24x20, partment near court square. Call
washing machine, see your Th,or garage; on milk route, near school 1128 or 9117.
S4c
S4e. house, 6 miles west of Benton at
dealer, Barnett & Kerley.
Benton Oakievel cross road. See FOR RENT-Furnished apartment,
ALE-Five acres of building
gil Darnall, Benton, Ky.. route electrically equipped, no children,
ess property on Chestnut No.
S4p available now-Mrs. J. D. Rowlett,
711 Maio. Phone I57-W.
acent to College Stabusiness
wn as "Baptist Picnic FOR Q ICK SALE--1 big
room house. 100 feet FOR RENT-2-room unfurnished a" Call owner. Telephone lot and
lp
south of
m Taylor's business. partment, 204 N. 5th.
S4p
181.
For rent if 01 sold soon. See
lc FOR RENT-3-room unfurnished aFOR SALE-1 nor washing machine' Robt. Swann.
partment. Call Love's Studio. Sic
with G.E. motor. Large size. Reas- TFM BEST BUY
town on scat
FOR RENT-Nice new and modern
on for selling, leaving town. Phone covers will be foun
t Barnett &
apartment.
141, 209 N. 12th. St.
S3p Kerley.
S4c 4-room second floor
Outside entrance. Electric heat
OR YOUR AUTOMOBILE acces- FOR SALE--167-acre farm. 0 acres units in each room including bath
sories, see Barnett & Kerley. S4c fine timber. 120 acres lime and room. Located on North 8th St.
phosphated and in high sta
of Rent today and move tomorrow.
FOR SALE-International Pickup cultivation. Good 4mprovemen
Call Baucum Real •Estate Agency,
hay baler. 1942 Chevrolet one and On school bus Petite, mail route: Phone 122.
S7c
a half ton truck, 1935 Ford truck, milk route.
Located four miles
1930 Model-A Ford. light (Our- southeast of Murray. Price is right.
wheel trailer, public address sys- -Baucum Real Estate Agency.
tem. seasoned oak and cedar lum- Phone 122.
S7c
ber-Rudolph Paschall, South 13th
TO KELVINATOR
IMPORT
bags
of
oats
and
FOR
SALE--100
St. Phone .987-J.
S9p
f you live in Calloway
vetch-$6.50 per hundred. Already OWNER
:Sale or Trade-Brick house on , cleaned-Thomas Roberts. Route 3, County-If ou have purchased
S7p any Kelvinatos appliance, range.
-Broadway, Mayfield, Ky-C. Murray.
refrigerator, water heater -.from
ear. 1212 Main Street. Phone
SALE-•-1947 Studebaker 1 1-2 any source other than your author073 or 693-Wl.
S4c FOR
ton truck. F 30 Farman tractor on ized dealer, Riley Yizrniture Co.,
rubber, disc plows and cultivators. your guarantee is not ita effect. If
-Paul Canter, 3 miles north or you wish to have these epplisuices
S7p guaranteed, at no cost to yuu, conLynn Grove.
tact Riley Furniture and AP 'auice
Flying ants may be termites tf
Co., at once-Phone 587.
possibly in your home. A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
LARGE PROGRESSIVE CORPORç
give you accurate information on
COMMUNITY DECORATING CO.,
ATION has opportunity for young
the extent of termite damage in
painting
inside
and
outside.
Comyour property. Don't delay, call
'high school or college graduate,
plete
decorating
service.
Contract
today!
age 22-28. who can operate typeor hour. Call 688R-4. Tree esti.writer aa,d has car to make insurPhone 262
tf
mates.
ance investigations. Mileage alMURRAY LUMBER CO.
excellent
lowance for use of car,,
Authorited Repreventativil 05
opportunity for advancement, op01•110 Valley TraumaIx Carp.
ening in Western Kentucky. No
„xCE 1
overnight traveling required. Only
As Advortiosil
Peer LOST- Rea coin purse between
Wallis Drugs and Tolley's Food man desiring position with future
Market. Reward. Return to Sirs. apply. Box 395, Paducah, Ky. S4c
Noel Cole. Phone 409-W
S4c ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and

For Sale

acks
timthis

nkle
the
Chilure
Both
halfLodiant's

and Savc Money

•

•

lift
rned
Harruett
listconthe
best

ry iii
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For Rent

11W_11711A

Services Offered

I

Lost and Found

Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.
Hazel Highway, one block south
tf
of Sycamore Street.

MELUGIN OUTBOARD
JOHNSON

SEA

SERVICE ON ALL M A lx
Used Motors At Bargain Prices
201 So. 7th

By MILTON RICHMAN

, defeat cut the Dodgers' National
I league lead to Anere two percentage points over the second pracy..
I Boston Braves.
NEW YORK, Sept. 3 (UP
Brooklyn may compete in the 1948
The Cub left-hander, who lost
World Series with the help of his first game of the year to
power, pitching or providence, but Brooklyn Wednesday, relieved Bob
certainly not with the pelp of Rush in* the sixth inning yesterday
southpaw Johnny Schmitz of the and held the Dodgers scoreless
Cubs.
from that point on. Meanwhile,
The Dodgers have dropped 11 Chicago broke a 8-8 tie and progames to Chicago this season, more duced the winning run in the last
contests than they have lost to half of the sixth on Roy Smalley's
any other club, and Schmitz has walk, Schmitz' sacrifice and Emil
whipped Brooklyn six times.
Verban's single to left field.
Schmitz, a slender, six-foot-twoThe defeat concluded Brooklyn's
inch fast-baller, registered his 16th western invasion with a record of
triumph of the year when he beat nine vidtories and four defeats.
Brooklyn 7 to 6. yesterday. The Three of those setbacks were at
United Preis Sports Writer

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Phone 397

33—Asiatic birds
35—Faulty shell
36—To alienate
affections
38—Wading bird
40—Pronoun
41—Young dog
43—To ignore
45--Great outCrY
48—Deeper layer of
skin
61—Thief
52—To reject
53—Island
54—PractSte
54—To reels,
57—Brew
58—Little drink
55—Luck

ACROSS
1—Reddish color
6—To weary
5—Sub
12—Unsightly
13—Unit
14—Among
15—Dutch admiral
17—Capital of
Saskatchewan
19—Leaks slowly
20—Refinery
21—"Tiger of Sisa'•
23—Rodent
24—In this manna'
26—Murdered
28—Roman despot
31—Grampus

2

I

5

5 .ai

b

8

7

OUCIMq

By JACK cLaair
United Press Sports Writer
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DOWN
1—Deep grooves
3—Monster
3—Drug-jleiding
plants
4—Maidens of
mythology
5—rnemy
8—Indefinite article
7—Microbe
8—Kind of $leeve
II—Left out
10—Mathematical
ratio
11—Jewish month
16—Holy song
18—Ever (poet a
20—Flay er
22—Sunbeams
24—To plant
25--Mineral earth
27—Metal fastener
29—Liquor
32—Adept
34—To season
El—Numeral
39—Draws forth
43—Author of -Tbs
Telltale Heart"
44—Musical study
45—Baby's bed
46—To ml-place
47—Extinct wild os
49—Egyptian goddess
50—Places
53—T1.ylled fabric
56—Yes (Sp.)
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NEW YORK.'Sept. 3 UP /-On
the bar,is of performances since
Aug. 1, the Yankees and Dodgers
would seem the most dangerous
pennant contenders in their respective leagues.
They played the best ball in their
circuits during the -dog days" that
are regarded by many' experts • as
the toughest test-period in a flag
race.'
•
- Bucky Harris/-Yanks set the slittest pace of any'contender in either
league by winning 22 ;fames and
losing .10, for a percentage of .888.
Before 'play on Aug. 1, the Yanks
were in fourth place, aldiough.only
two games behind the leading Red
Sain Before today% play, they were
in second place. ouly eight percentage points behind the Bosox.
New York had ti right bitterly
for every slight gain - on the Red
Sox. who won 20 and lost 10, for
.667.
Cleveland was in third place on
Aug. 1. just one point ahead of the
Yanks. The Indians were still-.
third place today. five points behind the Yanks, and only a game
mid a hall behind leading Boston.
During the test period, the Indians
won 23 and lost 12, for .657.
Connie Mack's Athletics, who
were on second rung on Au. 1, a

HIGHWAY 94

WANTKO-Pin boys, white or co;
ored. Report to Murray Bowling
Alleys,' 512 Main St., Saturday at
2:00 p.m.
lc
arWANTEO -Girt for-office work.
Call 757 betweenS cm. and 5
p.m.
S4c

Phone 85

-Jr/v/v.
,

C.. .M.15,
••••

,
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,
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ABBIE an' SLATS

Double

DON'T TAKE ON, SUE. UNDER
THESE BANDAGES IT'S MECHARLIE

By Raeburn Van Buren

W ONLY IT'S NOT M . DO YOU
UNDERSTAND? itememsEg.
HOW I USED TO LOOK?

HANDSOME?

SO AWFUL HANDSOME-OTHER
IRLS WOULD FALL IN
LOVE WITH ME OR
CHANGED?
-HOW ?
SOMETHING? WELL,
THEY WON'T ANY

AE

---ili
ff(eff"
It )1
kir
'

A

Fool There Was !!

By Al Capp

THERE_ ARE ENOU.
34 SHI4b0S To SUPPLY EARN
TN ALL THEY CAN EAT DOM ON RAIM4
AND THERM 110 CATCH.'?'
'
FOREVER f!"
SHMOOS DON'T-EAT ANYTHING, BUT
PLY RAPIDLYAr— OKTIHNI IS
BLACK DAY FOR YOU,YOUNG
AND POR ALL
YOKUM
HUMANITY

- IT'S TOO LATRIT-THE SHMOOS HAVE TAKEN )
OHAS THEY WILL TO -ANYONE WHO'S ,
A FANCY TO HIM
HALF-WAY DECENT TO TM!! THEY'LL FOLLOW I-9M. NC LAYING FRESH EGGS,GIVING THE FINEST CREAMERY
MILK — DROPPING DEAD. OUT
al,Ir TER,AND GRA')E
OF SHEER JOY, WHEN ANYONE LOOKS AT 'Ell, HUNGRILY!'

.0°

friendly service.

pORP ORATION

NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLE BANK
506 Main Street : Murraa
PHONE 1:/t0
M. C. ELLIS, Mgr.

•
•

WOMAN BEADS BRITISH
LABOR—Britain's new
labor boss is 55-year-old
Florence Hancock, who
started as a dishwasher at
$1.60 a week. Miss Hancock
soon will take over as president of the powerful British
Trades Union Congress,
shadow cabinet for the
Socialist Clovernment,

Ata,

3

•
41.
--,"•1••
•
.. •

•
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•

•

DON'T BE

fr

UP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY
Borrow now while maximum terms may be
obtained for all purposes.
•

w-srveltalfiserwrionwow wieste

.MY

t 4t /'LOF 0 5 -

extras have couseid you to be short
of cash, see us today. You'll like our

-

Sp..•••• t..
ON —0.11

M
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)111110/- •
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Ledger & Times

Exposure

IF SCHOOL EXPENSES
SET YOU BACK
BILL DOLLAR LENDS
THE CASH YOU LACk

rtieh3/4i*

RUBBER STAMPS

P-

LI'L ABNER

t-

WE SELL

(I WISH MY PL ACE
WASN'T SUCH A
DUMP

Wanted

2 BLOCKS WEST OF COLLEGE ON

• t

BROOKS BUS LINE
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
Fastest Time-Thru Buses — Shortest Route
All Seats Reser...ed - Radio for Your Pleasure - Pillow Service
Daily Schedule - Lv. Murray 11:00 am, Ar. Detroit 5:45 a.m.
Fare $10.05, without tax - Make Seat Reservations Early
For Information Call
Murray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
Phone 456
Phono 604

By Ernie Bushmiller

Vester Orr, Owner

School time often brings extra expenses for the children. If these

Dale & Stubblefield

NOTICE-Charlotte Whitnell's expression class opens September 7.
Call 462 or see her at High School
for enrollment:
S7c

CALLOWAY MONUMENT WORKS

.1)

ers were only two points above sec- Cleveland
23
12
.657
ond place Boston, but they were on Philadelphia _
15
15
.500
top.
Billy Southworth's Bostonians
lost their-commanding lead, of Aug.
I, by winning 15 while losing 18.
quick acting, cooling. soothing Liquid
for .455. Among the August con- *vith
I-VA -GO Also be POISON OAK, chigger
tenders, only the Giants played or mosquito byte•, itchtng Skin, 3...b>,
Feel. or Pimple.. Beware of inhaleul
worse ball than Boston. Leo Du- creams or powder• that
clog the pores.
Drug Store• or be mall Irma STOTTS
rocher's outfit dropped from sec- 51
LABORATORIES. ri.oatracc. ALA.
ond rung to fifth, by winning only
12 while losing 17, for .414.

Pigsty-le

NANCY

•

W.

SPORTS PARADE

114 FIAL:g
0

9

half-game behind Boston, today • The Cardinals, which were fourth,
the •hands of the last-place Cubs.
The Cubs clouted four Dodger "were fourth: but they apparently and eighth games off the pace on
pitchers for 11 hits yesterday, in-. were dropping out of contention Aug. 1, came on with 22 victories
eluding a homer by Eddie Wait- for they were 5,/ games behind and 12 defeats, at .647, to move into
kus. Veteran Phil Cavarretta led Boston. They played only .500 ball, tight third-place contention. only
the Chicago offensive, with three winning 15 and losing 15 since 11/2 games behind the Braves today.
Pittsburgh aiso made a notehits.
Aug. 1.
Larry Jansen. ace of the New
Although many consider the worthy surge from fifth place,
York Giants' pitching staff, racked Dodgers the hottest club in either games off the pace, to today's fourth
up his 16th victory of the year by circuit, it is interesting to note place--only three games off. The
beating the fourth-place Pittsburg that three American League clubs Pirates Avon 19 and lost 11. for .633.
Here's a table of contenders'
Pirates, 5 to 4. Jansen. who had achieved better percentages than
failed on six previous attempts to the Dodgers .656' sive Aug. 1. won-and-lost performances from
notch his 16th decision, almost al- Those clubs were the Yabkees, Red Aug. 1 to today.
lowed the Buccaneers to tie the Sox and Indians. Brooklyn won 21
NATIONAL LEAGUE
game in the ninth when they scor- and lost 11.
Pet,
L.
ed three runs.
21
11
.656
More important is the fact that Brooklyn-10'
There were no other major lea22
12
647
the Dodgers' .656 pace during the St. Louis
gue games scheduled.
19
11
.633
dog-days enabled them to rise to Pittsburgh
15
18
.455
YESTERDAY'S STAR - Lefty the top from third place, on Aug. 1, Boston
12
17
.414
Johnny Schmitz of the Cubs, who when they were 6ke games behind New York
beat the Brooklyn Dodgers in Re- the' leading Braves. andaone game
AMERICAN' LEAGUE
lief, 7 to 6, and registered his 16th behind the
then second-place New York
22
10
688
win of the campaign.
Giants. Today, the leading Dodg- Boston
20
10
.667

aNSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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THE CRAWFORD DOOR SALES
COMPANY of Evansville. Indiana,
needs a carpenter-Contractor to
sell and install overhead type
doors in Marshall and Calloway
Counties. The doors are easy to
sell and simple to, install. Will
need but little capital. Opportunity
for large income with excellent
future. Best references required.
Write-Crawford Door Sales Company of Evansville. 521 Fulton
Avenue, Evansville, Indiana. S4c

HORSE

SALES — SERVICE — PARTS

Motors for Rent

Johnny Schmitz Gets 16th Win of The
Year From Brooklyn Yesterday

.

_

c.:'1••• laoy.4
v.
J1

5.111.••
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PA(:1-FRAZEE, MELUG1N & HOLTON
INSURANCE AGENTS
1,M-1.1N RUILDINtI
PII( INE .1
"It Does'Make a Difference Who Writes Your
INSURANCE"

DRIVE IN ,TODAY for Quick r.nd Efficient Service on Your Car
GENUINE OLDSMOBILE PARTS
Equipped with SUN TUNE-UP MACHINE and SUN Distributor
Machine
:
MAJOR OVERHAULS
MOTOR TUNE-UP
Lubrication
iGull and Texaco OW
Wash Jobs —

NATI9NAL STORES CORP.
"EVERYTHING TO WEAR FOR ALL THE

THE MAYTAG WASHINGETTE

G

McCLURE & WILSON

The mitt- change in the MAUDE COHOON WASHINGETTE. is
change of time — Open eyery day in the meek from 6 until 6 except
sallirdc• until noon,'and open only mu nights a neck 'Tuesday and
Prices .;re still the same .6.0 cents you wash. 94
4 ent. ti e n ash ,. We .tppreciate all of our customers and welcome any
and e%eryorit mho mauld like to %%ash on a Nlay-tag Washing Machine.
TLLEPHONF.-246

We Buy, Trade and Sell
Grayson McClure
H. W. "Stub" Wilson
FOURTH and WALNUT

Buy It Baked From LONG'S BAKERY
Blu" Rillton Bread, Salt Rising Bread, Delicious Cakes
in plain or decorated. Butter Rolls (as only
Long's can make them)
and the home of Chocolate Brownies
TELEPHONE: 79

Office Phone 483
GREENFIELD ELECTRIC SERVICE
For Service On
RADIOS, REFRIGERATORS, AND ALL ELECTRIC
APPLIANCES
9134 Day — PHONES
759-J Night
101 EAST MAIN

We Specialize in

See URBAN G. STARKS For

FRONT ALIGNMENT and TIRE BALANCING

Slab Type Front Doors. Outside Glass Doors. Flush Type Inside Doors.
2-Panel Doors. 1-Panel Doors. Best Grade Steel Sash,
High Grade Paints and all types Enamels and Varnish.
Builders Hardware and Building Felts, and Glass.
BUY %WEILL YOUR DOLLAR BUYS THE MOST

EXPERIENCE COUNTS
CABLE MOTOR COMPANY

DEPENDABLE and RELIABLE
502

SANDERS: Manager
Murray, Kentucky

("corner 12th and Poplar

Phone 1142

••••

TUCKER REALTY COMPANY

FAMILY AT LOWEST PRICES"

J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
A
Setenth and NUM

. FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 194$

Maple Street
Home Phone 617

SERVING 1800 FARM
FAMILIES
Calloway County Soil Improvement Assn.
Phone 207

East Main

SHADY GROVE MARKET
Half Mile East of City Limits
Complete Line of Groceries, Lunch Meats
and Picnic Needs
Feed : Gas : Oils
Phone 2000
0. S. WALL, Owner-Operator

.Att

ren
wil
Ad

WILLIAMS RADIATOR SERVICE

If It's
PAINT, TILE, LINOLEUM, or

HENDON'S SERVICE STATION

Gives the BEST in Radiator Work
NEW RADIATORS and CORES
Wholesale and Retail

VENETIAN BLINDS

Al I

200 NORTH FOURTH STREET
Telephone 82
FIRESTONE and U. S. ROYAL TIRES

312 Walnut Street

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.

Phone 870

Murray, Ky.

pre
con
whi
or
jecl

NATURALIZER

con

THE SHOE WITH THE
BEAUTIFUL FIT
ADAMS SHOE STORE

fair

tior

Hot

plic
pro

ray

Telephone 1054

101 N. 3rd Street

Attend A Church Of Your Choice Sunday

SAM CALHOUN
ELECTRIC
PLUMBING
Sales and Service
'MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Universal
Appliinces

Myers and F & W

Says—

Come to the BUS STATION

CAFE for

In every

Services with

Church the

your family

world over,

and friends

men and

DILL ELECTRIC COMPANY

women pray

Anythipg Electric
CALL 879

Sunday. The

HOME COOKED FOOD
crx

•

Friend

Mr. and Mrs. Tommie

Confers

MAPLE STREET AUTO REPAIR SHOP
— See —
PEANUT — JOHN — ARTHUR — and REX
Telephone 128

CALLOWAY COUNTY OIL COMPANY
OPEN ALL NIGHT
Sixth and Main Streets
Nil INF: 114

doors of the

together for

Church are

the eternal

open to

continuance

welcome you

of a world

within ... and

at Peace,

embrace you

and

on each

brotherhood

glorious day

of all men

of sacred

united by

worship.

God

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
IT COSTS LESS TO FARM WITH CASE

MURRAY AUTO PARTS
JOHNSON'S GROCERY
AUTOMOTIVE REPLACEMENT

PARTS

FRUITS, VEGETABLES, MEATS
— CA1.1.. 293 —

Your N.A.P.A. Jobber
PHONE 16
WEST MAPLE STREET

YOUR FRIENDLY STOP

MURRAY GAS & APPLIANCE CO.
1212 MAIN STREET

CHANDLER SHELL-SERVICE STATION
HVIti_and MAIN
Wash,
Grease, Polish or Gas
For
SUPER SERVICE : ROAD SERVICE ANY TIME
Pick Op and Delivery
Phone 820

PROPANE GAS for COOKING and HEATING

MURRAY CONSUMERS
COAL and ICE CO.
BEST GRADES COAL
TELEPHONE 64

BOATWRIGHT & COMPANY

WURLITZER PJANOS AND

Wholesale Grocers

PIANO ACCORDIONS

PHONE 123
Paducah, Ky.

• . .1.

6

VI

Murray, Kentucky

FITTS -- CONCRETE BLOCKS
Your Building Needs

But Easy
—On Your Purse
100 to 112 North Railroad Avenue
PHONE 1068

MURRAY MARBLE & GRANITE WKS.
EAST MAPLE STREET NEAR

WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION
THE HOME OF COURTEOUS SERVICE
15th and MAIN STREETS
Phone 9124
FIRESTONE TIRES and TUBES
McCUISTON AUTO ELECTRIC
WE REPAIR GENERATORS and STARTERS
6 and 12 Volt Armature Field Coil
Brushes in Stock
Call 1038-J
Concord Road or Route 7
PADUCAH DRY GOODS
HOME FURNISHING STORE
Everything in Furniture and Electrical Appliances
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
219 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
Phone 4466

DEPOT

Telephone 121

Murra, My.

FlIlt A
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
ANI)
AUTOMOTIVE MACHINING SERVICE
CALI) US
MITCHELL MACHINE SHOP
Phone 402
Paducah, Ky.
3rd and Monroe Sts.

—TAKE HOME —
KIRCHHOFF'S SANDWICH BREAD

•
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"Twenty Fresh Slices in Every Loaf*"

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY
In( orporated
BUILDING MATERIAL
Depot Street

Ih•
1th

SHROAT BROTHERS MEAT MARKET
Best Meats
Good Service
TELEPHONE 213

Alf

•

Cam
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•

•

•

fot11111

FITT-S--

Are Hard On Your Hands

th.
I ykt

rr,

TO MEET ANY MONEY EMERGENCY
Borrow Up to $300.00 On Your
Household Goods, Livestock, Co-Maker,
Signature
SAME DAY SERA ICE — 20 MONTHS TO REPAY
INTERSTATE LOAN CORP.
506 West Main St.
Phone 1180
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•

Murray, Kentucky

Tuning and Repairilig
Phone 59
JACKSONIVIUSIC COMPANY

418JS,entucky Avenue

McKEEL EQUIPMENT COMPANY
503 WALNUT STREET

It's Clean and Dependable
PHONE 1073

MURRAY TENT & AWNING
WINDOW SHADES : VENETIAN BLINDS
Made to Measure
E.-.1 I MATES FREE
501 Walnut Street
Phone 61-W

•

A( ross Fr(qn the Post Office

— RIDE WITH US —
A11: i IEPENI.
/APLE. COURTEOUS —
WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES, Inc.

Tappan Ranges
Serve! Refrigerators
Bryant — Empire Heating Equipment
AIRLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc.
105 North Fourth Street
Mlitra‘,
PHONE 1177

Attend Church

Water Systems

TOMMIE CONYERS
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